Tools for inner transmission are missing in edu system: Sadhguru

SPIRITUAL leader Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev of Isha Foundation explained very distinctly how people are running behind success, and how social and physical environments have changed the lifestyle due to which people are leading a stressful life.

Delivering a talk on 'Inner Engineering - a Homecoming' organised as part of University of Mysore Centenary lecture series here on Sunday, Jaggi Vasudev stressed the need of self transformation tool to shape ourselves for the inner engineering.

Stating that tools for inner transmission are missing in education system, he said: "Children committing suicide is a cause of concern. Apart from teaching children how to conquer the world and achieve success, there is a need of self transformation tool for them at the right age."

The spiritual guru said in today education system, every child should have some tool for self transformation. The goal of the foundation is to teach children how to handle emotions, control mind and body in a scientific way, he said added that we are planning to reach atleast 85,000 schools.

"There are tools to shape ourselves for the inner growth, which is much needed for the wellbeing of the people," said Sadhguru, an alumni of University of Mysore.

Getting into nostalgia, he recalled the days he spent time on Manasagangotri Campus.

On the occasion, Sir C V Ramam golden jubilee foundation award was presented to NB Ramachandra, Rashtra Kavi Kuverpua golden jubilee award to Dr SD Shashikala, Sarvapali Radhakrishnan award to Yogaraju and T Chowdaiah golden jubilee foundation award to Sridhara.

Yaduveer Krishnadatta Chamaraja Wadiyar, his wife Trishika and UoM V-C Prof KS Rangappa were present.